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Get the most out of your training time while learning foundation skills with 10-Minute Dog Training

Games! Renowned trainer Kyra Sundance utilizes scientifically-proven methods and learning theory

in this expert addition to her best-selling series of dog training books. Step-by-step in these pages,

Kyra shows how to create a happy, confident dog who is ready and motivated to work in a short

amount of time. She teaches how to use positive, reward-based techniques that are fun for both the

dog and trainer. Foundation skills like basic obedience, following directional signs, jumps and

balancing, memory strengthening, and overcoming fears and obstacles are covered in detail. Quick

exercises utilize tons of varied props and creative ideas, resulting in a dynamic, engaging

curriculum!
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Kyra Sundance is a world-acclaimed stunt dog show performer, celebrity dog trainer, and

internationally best-selling author. An award winning author, Kyra's numerous dog-training books

include the international best-selling 101 Dog Tricks, which sold over a half-million copies in 18

languages, and is one of the top dog training books of all time.Kyra's acrobatic stunt dog team

performs worldwide and starred in shows for the king of Morocco at the royal palace in Marrakech,

in Disney's Underdog stage show in Hollywood, and in circuses and professional sports halftime

shows. They performed on The Tonight Show, Ellen, Animal Planet, and had their own television

series called Showdog Moms & Dads. Kyra is nationally ranked in competitive dog sports and is a



set trainer for movie dogs. As a lecturer on positive training methods, her enthusiasm inspires

audiences to develop fun and rewarding relationships with their own dogs. Her methods foster

confident, happy dogs who are motivated to do the right thing rather than ones fearful of making a

mistake. She shows us how to develop joyful relationships with dogs who balance enthusiasm with

self-control.

I'm so glad I didn't pay but $2 for this. If you are new to training games with your dog, or need ideas

as a new trainer, this would be a good thing to have on hand. As someone who has trained for 2+

years, has 4 dogs, and works them regularly, I ended up getting nothing new from this book. All of

the games also require props, the likes of which you likely won't own unless you've been training

and playing training games with your dog(s) for a long time. In all honesty, if you just go on YouTube

and search for prop games, training games, and balance training for your dog, you're likely to find a

lot of the same stuff.

This is a GREAT book! The games are so much fun - Zima's by far favorites are Weenie Bobbing &

the Muffin Tin game. I teach a local trick dog class and we use the Muffin tin game as an intro to all

tricks working with scent.I really like the set up of this book too. It breaks the tricks into categories

like confidence building, coordination, etc. That has come in handy when I try to teach my dog and

the dogs in my trick class a good variety of tricks.Zima has earned her Champion Trick Dog title and

it is because of THIS specific book! We started with 51 Puppy Tricks (also by Kyra), but when I was

struggling to find a coordination trick a 6 month old puppy could do I got this book last Christmas. I

taught the Double Beam trick and that was our last step in becoming a champion!Thanks Kyra for

your GREAT trick books! After one year of owning a dog I know own all 4 of your trick books (101

Dog Tricks, 51 Puppy Tricks, 101 More Dog Tricks, and this one, 10 Minute Dog Training Games)

Some fun stuff, but too many of these games/tricks require some sort of special equipment.

However, if you can make or buy the equipment, and then have a space for storing them, you'll find

this genuinely fun.

One need a lot of equipment that nobody usually has st home in order to interact with a dog in the

ways described in this book

I loved 101 dog tricks and bought this book for quicker activities to do with my dogs. This book



stands on its own and does not cross over with the other book which gives you great value.What i

likeThe activities vary in difficulty level and definitely make it easy to find something for your dog.the

book is broken down into different types of training or activities eg bonding, tricks, obedienceGood

indexHas games that build on from each otherWhile some games require props, most of the time

you can use substitutesMy only problem is that the formatting for use on the Kindle iPad app is not

great. Howver it is still readable and does include links which make it easy to navigate.

Fun book with great ideas for further training if you've already worked through one of her other

books!

If you have a bunch of money to buy all the different things you would need for these games and

lots of room.I'm sure it would be ok.I live in an apartment with no yard.It was a waste of money for

me.

I found some good basic lessons that were a review for me, but reminded me of long forgotten

bonding exercises to try with my puppy and some new tricks that were good brain stimulating

lessons. Great assortment of games that were explained and illustrated well. There are quite a few

props needed for some of the games which I will need to obtain.
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